Introduction
============

How do motor and sensory systems interact with cognitive systems to allow for an effective exchange of information between input and output operations? One of the influential theories proposed to address this challenge of mapping between potentially disparate "representational coordinate systems" builds on the concept of internal forward models. Forward models incorporate at their core the presupposition that neural systems internally simulate motor (output) commands and predict their perceptual consequences (for review see Wolpert and Ghahramani, [@B100]). This concept has -- since the elaboration of the notions of efference copy and "corollary discharge" by von Holst and Mittelstaedt ([@B96], [@B97]), based on suggestions by von Helmholtz ([@B95]) -- elicited considerable theoretical interest and stimulated experimental research in neuroscience, including in motor control (for reviews see Miall and Wolpert, [@B55]; Kawato, [@B43]; Wolpert and Ghahramani, [@B100]), perception (e.g., Sommer and Wurtz, [@B86]; for review see Sommer and Wurtz, [@B87]), and different aspects of cognition (for reviews see Blakemore and Decety, [@B3]; Grush, [@B24]; Desmurget and Sirigu, [@B14]). Most *direct* evidence for forward models has been obtained in animal preparations (e.g., Troyer and Doupe, [@B91]; Sommer and Wurtz, [@B85]) or patient studies (e.g., Desmurget et al., [@B15]). Evidence for this important mechanism from healthy human participants is rare, although data from a variety of behavioral (e.g., Sabes, [@B72]) and cognitive neuroscience experiments are providing tantalizing hints (e.g., Salmelin et al., [@B75]; Houde et al., [@B36]; van Wassenhove et al., [@B92]; Skipper et al., [@B82]).

Multiple internal forward models have been hypothesized in the online control of speech production. Guenther and colleagues have proposed an elegant architecture, the Directions Into Velocities of Articulators (DIVA) model, to account for speech production and motor learning in articulation (Guenther, [@B25]; Guenther et al., [@B27], [@B26]). In their model, an efference copy of a motor command is used to constrain further motor preparation (Guenther et al., [@B27]) and an additional auditory efference copy is used to predict the possible auditory outcome (Guenther et al., [@B26]). Similar models are proposed by Houde (Houde et al., [@B35]; Ventura et al., [@B93]) and Rauschecker and Scott ([@B69]). We further elaborate a possible motor control dynamics in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The red shaded area highlights the proposed two internal forward models. The first model estimates what the motor state would be after executing the target motor commands. The second model predicts the sensory consequences induced by the estimation of first forward model. In speech production, the status of the vocal apparatus is estimated by the first, the auditory output is predicted by the second model. The motor state is further updated following the signal calculated by taking account of three inputs (in green shaded area): the motor prediction from the first forward model, the somatosensory feedback, and the desired motor state which would compensate the discrepancy between the target auditory output, and actual auditory feedback.

![**The model of motor control based on internal forward models and feedback**. Four different components are included. The motor commands are first planned according to the intended movement (the blue shaded area). While the planned signal is sent to the peripheral motor system (the gray shaded area) to execute, a copy of such signal (motor efference copy) is available for the first internal forward model to estimate the following motor state (in red shaded area). A second efference copy, perceptual efference copy, is send to the second internal forward model to predict the perceptual consequence of such motor estimation (in red shaded area). The motor state will be updated according to both the estimated motor state and predicted perceptual consequence as well as the actual somatosensory and perceptual feedback (the green shaded area).](fpsyg-01-00166-g001){#F1}

In the experiments described here, we assessed the dynamics of the proposed internal forward models from a new, unconventional perspective: we used a high temporal resolution recording technique, magnetoencephalography (MEG), while participants execute *mental imagery* paradigms in two different domains (finger tapping, overt and covert speech). We pursued a parallel agenda. First, because the neurophysiological activity underlying mental imagery is not precisely time-locked, we developed a paradigm and analysis that permit the characterization of the neuronal patterns underlying imagery. We first explored the utility of this approach using a simple finger tapping/motor imagery study. This provided temporally constrained data for the interpretation of the neural basis of motor imagery based on the dynamics of the first internal forward model (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we replicated and extended this approach using imagery in speech perception and production, testing the dynamics of the second internal forward model. The data provide neurophysiological evidence in favor of an internal forward model in the context of covert speech production, and specifically, *a time-locked auditory efference copy*.

Mental imagery is a widely investigated aspect of cognition, and research on this topic has provided important insights into the nature of mental representation and has provoked significant debate in psychology and the cognitive sciences (Pylyshyn, [@B66], [@B67]; Kosslyn, [@B44]; Kosslyn et al., [@B45]). With the advent of non-invasive recording techniques, many imagery studies have been revisited in the context of neuroimaging. For example, motor imagery studies have an established history (e.g., Jeannerod, [@B41]; Parsons et al., [@B60]; Porro et al., [@B65]; Pfurtscheller and Neuper, [@B62]). The essence of mental imagery is to induce a quasi-perceptual subjective experience without external stimulus input (perceptual imagery) or overt action (motor imagery). The central assumption -- that people can simulate perception and action internally (Hesslow, [@B32]) -- is supported by multiple lines of evidence. In particular, a parietal--frontal network that mediates motor control is activated during motor imagery (Porro et al., [@B65], [@B64]; Deiber et al., [@B13]; Lotze et al., [@B48]; Gerardin et al., [@B23]; Ehrsson et al., [@B16]; Hanakawa et al., [@B30]; Dechent et al., [@B11]; Meister et al., [@B53]) and activity in perception-related cortical areas is observed during visual imagery (e.g., Wheeler et al., [@B99]; Ishai et al., [@B39]; Ganis et al., [@B22]; Mazard et al., [@B50]; Slotnick et al., [@B83]) and auditory imagery (e.g., Zatorre et al., [@B103]; Wheeler et al., [@B99]; Schürmann et al., [@B78]; Halpern et al., [@B28]; Aleman et al., [@B1]; Bunzeck et al., [@B5]; Kraemer et al., [@B47]).

A recent theory proposes that motor awareness is not merely the result of action execution, but includes the somatosensory consequences estimated internally from the efference copy of planned motor commands, in posterior parietal regions (Desmurget and Sirigu, [@B14]). Grush ([@B24]) further proposes, based on the notion of a Kalman filter, that the proprioceptive and kinesthetic sensations produced during motor imagery are the consequences of emulation of planned motor commands. Indeed, a direct electrical stimulation study has demonstrated that the intention to move can be transformed to the false belief of moving by increasing the intensity of electrical cortical stimulation over parietal regions (Desmurget et al., [@B15]). In that case, it remained unclear whether motor awareness was caused by high stimulation intensity or prolonged activation of neural assemblies in posterior parietal cortex. Hence, temporally constrained evidence can provide a novel test for the hypothesis that the kinesthetic feeling in motor imagery is caused by the internal prediction of motor status from an efference copy -- the estimation results of the first internal forward model (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

A critical assumption of the theory concerns the sequential updating structure of forward models (Kawato, [@B43]; Hesslow, [@B32]; Schubotz, [@B77]). Specifically, a sensory consequence can be predicted based on the previous internal estimate, and this process can be iterated ad infinitum. One example of such recurrent estimation, in the context of speech production, can be found based on the proposed model (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), namely the hypothesis of an *auditory efference copy* used to evaluate the auditory consequences of articulation, as the result of the second internal forward model, subsequent to the estimation of articulatory motor commands. Some evidence has already been marshaled to support the existence of an auditory efference copy in speech production. For example, overt speech usually has dampening effects on simultaneously presented auditory stimuli (Numminen et al., [@B59]; Curio et al., [@B7]; Houde et al., [@B36]), and such speaking-induced response suppression has been argued to point to auditory efference copies. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the tasks of lipreading and covert speech can induce a similar suppression of the auditory responses to pure tones (Kauramaki et al., [@B42]). In a different type of design, when auditory feedback generated by self-produced speech was blocked by white noise, associative auditory cortex activity (possibly the auditory efference copy) was still present in PET results (Paus et al., [@B61]). We submit that it is challenging to provide direct evidence supporting the existence of auditory efference copies during overt articulation. *Covert speech*, or *articulation imagery*, on the other hand, could constitute a suitable protocol to investigate the forward model and recurrent estimation predictions, because of the absence of auditory feedback and proprioceptive cues. On the premise that motor commands are formed during *articulation imagery*, the potential auditory consequences can then be estimated in such an imagery task.

We used mental imagery paradigms while recording whole-head MEG, with two goals. First, we tested the estimation of motor commands in finger motor imagery and articulation motor imagery. Finger tapping experiments (Experiments 1 and 2) and speech production experiments (Experiments 3--5) were conducted to provide temporally constrained results in the investigation of whether the estimation of an efference copy during motor planning subserves the kinesthetic feeling in motor imagery (the results of the first internal forward model). Our guiding hypothesis is that activity in parietal regions will be observed during motor imagery, and that what underlies the kinesthetic feeling is the computation of estimating the somatosensory consequence from the efference copy. Second, we investigated the viability of an auditory efference copy (the results of the second internal forward model) in speech production (Experiments 3--5). We hypothesized that the auditory consequences of articulation imagery should be visible in auditory cortex, similar to the activity evoked by auditory stimuli, and should be observed after the response latency of motor imagery. MEG was used in all experiments because its temporal resolution and suitable spatial resolution provide neurophysiological data at an appropriate granularity.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Twelve volunteers (six males, mean age 27.4 years, range 20--42 years) participated in Experiments 1 and 2, ten volunteers (four males, mean age 26.7 years and range 19--42 years) participated in Experiments 3 and 4 and eight volunteers (seven males, mean age 27.0 years and range 22--42 years) participated in Experiment 5, after providing written informed consent. Four volunteers participated in all experiments. All participants were compensated. All participants were right handed, with no history of neurological disorders. This study was approved by the University of Maryland Institutional Review Board (IRB); the data were acquired in the University of Maryland Cognitive Neuroscience of Language Laboratory.

Materials
---------

A 1-kHz 50 ms duration sinusoidal tone was used as an auditory cue in Experiments 1--4. In Experiment 5, four pictures were projected on a screen (inside the MEG shielded room) as visual cues. Each image was presented foveally, against a black background, and subtended less than 3° visual angle. All stimuli were presented using PsyScope software (Version 1.2.5). A non-magnetic microphone was used in Experiments 3--5 to record vocalizations. The times at which the amplitude of vocal signals reached the default threshold in the software were used as markers to label the onset of speech movement and obtain reaction times.

Experimental procedure
----------------------

In Experiments 1 and 2 (finger tapping; Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A,B), two blocks with different tasks ("execution" and "imagery") were run. In the *execution* task block, participants were asked to press a button (six using their right thumb, six using their right index finger). In the *imagery* task block, participants were asked to imagine the same button press movement, from a kinesthetic first-person perspective. Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to exploit the temporal resolution of MEG and attempt to isolate in time the salient internal aspects of the task. Therefore, we incorporated auditory cues, to "anchor" the responses in time and space. In Experiment 1, participants were asked to respond after a single tone cue at a comfortable pace and were encouraged to respond at a similar pace across trials. In Experiment 2, a series of three tones were presented with a constant inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1 s. Participants were asked to respond after the third tone, following the temporal interval formed by the preceding tones. This provides an even more constrained temporal pacing cue.

![**Experimental design**. A single trial in each experiment is depicted. **(A)** Experiment 1. The trial begins with a 50-ms 1-kHz tone and participants respond either by pressing a button (*execution*) or by imagining pressing a button (*imagery*), at a constant, comfortable pace. **(B)** Experiment 2. Three 50-ms 1-kHz sinusoidal tones occur in a sequence at a constant pace (1/s). Participants are instructed to attend to the tempo of the tones and asked to respond either by pressing a button or by imaging pressing a button with the same pace. **(C,D)** Experiments 3 and 4. The procedure was identical to Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, except the tasks were different. Four different tasks that are pre-determined in each block are included in each experiment and presented in fixed order: articulation (*A*), articulation imagery (*IA*), hearing (*H*), and hearing imagery (*IH*). In *A* and *IA*, participants are instructed to either pronounce or imagine pronouncing the syllable \[*da*\]. In *H*, participants are instructed to passively listen to the vocalization of syllable \[*da*\] that are either in a male or female voice, in a random order. In *IH*, participants are instructed to imagine hearing the voice by opposite sex that they just heard in *H*. Notice that in Experiments 3 and 4, there is no preceding cue before the auditory stimuli in the hearing task. **(E)** Experiment 5. Four different pictures are used to indicate different tasks. In each trial, the visual cue is on screen for 1 s. Participants are instructed to respond after the offset of visual cues.](fpsyg-01-00166-g002){#F2}

Experiments 3--5 (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C--E) included four task blocks (*articulation*, *articulation imagery*, *hearing*, and *hearing imagery*). In the overt articulation task block, participants were asked to pronounce the syllable \[*da*\] (minimizing jaw movement). In the covert articulation task block, participants were asked to imagine pronouncing the same syllable. In the overt hearing task, participants passively listened to auditory signals \[*da*\], with half of the trials in a male voice, half a female voice (sampling rate of 44100 Hz, 16 bit resolution, 500 ms duration). All sounds were equalized \[root mean square (RMS) energy\] and adjusted to sound pressure level of \~70 dB SL. In the hearing imagery block, participants were instructed to imagine hearing the opposite sex saying the same syllable that they just heard (i.e., male participants imagine female voice and vice versa). The procedures of Experiments 3 and 4 were the same as Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, except that in the overt hearing block, auditory stimuli were presented without any preceding cues.

Because of possible auditory adaptation or the potential interaction between hearing and articulation when using auditory cues, four different visual cues (each indicating one task) were used in Experiment 5 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E). The visual cues were presented for 1 s and participants instructed to respond after the offset of visual cues. The tasks were the same as in Experiments 3 and 4.

In all five experiments, each task block consisted of 100 trials. The intervals between trials were randomized between 1500 and 2500 ms in Experiments 1 and 2, and between 2500 and 4000 ms in Experiments 3--5 with 500 ms increments. Participants were encouraged to respond at a similar pace across trials and blocks in each experiment.

MEG recording
-------------

Neuromagnetic signals were measured using a 160-channel whole-head axial gradiometer system (KIT, Kanazawa, Japan). Five electromagnetic coils were attached to a participant\'s head to monitor head position during MEG recording. The locations of the coils were determined with respect to three anatomical landmarks (nasion, left and right preauricular points) on the scalp using 3D digitizer software (Source Signal Imaging, Inc.) and digitizing hardware (Polhemus, Inc.). The coils were localized with respect to the MEG sensors, at both the beginning and the end of the experiment. The mean distance between pre- and post-experiment coil location was less than 5 mm with SEM less than 0.62 mm in all experiments. Such small distance demonstrated that the head positions did not change much throughout the experiments.

Before the main experiment, participants listened to a 250-Hz and 1-kHz 50 ms sinusoidal tone (ISI randomized between 750 and 1550 ms), with 100 repetitions for each stimulus frequency. Auditory-evoked responses were examined, and the auditory M100 was identified. The auditory M100 is a prominent and robust response, observed around 100 ms after auditory stimulus onset and has been a widely investigated auditory MEG response (for review see Roberts et al., [@B70]). The characteristic topographic map associated with the M100 was identified for each participant. These auditory spatial patterns were used to verify whether participants were in an advantageous recording position.

The MEG data were acquired with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, filtered online between DC and 200 Hz, with a notch at 60 Hz. Raw data were noise-reduced offline using the time-shifted PCA method (de Cheveigné and Simon, [@B12]). In each condition, a 2000-ms time period that was time locked to the auditory cue (in Experiments 1 and 3) or time locked to the last tone onset (in Experiments 2 and 4) or time locked to the offset of visual cue (Experiment 5) was extracted and averaged over all the trials for each participant (cue-locked). In a different analysis, a 1000-ms epoch time locked to the button press (in Experiments 1 and 2 execution tasks only) or time locked to the onset of vocalization (in Experiments 3--5 articulation tasks only) was extracted and averaged (execution-locked). Trials with amplitudes \>3 pT (\~5%) were considered artifacts and discarded. The averages were low-pass filtered with cutoff frequency of 30 Hz.

MEG analysis
------------

The overt execution response in the cue-locked epochs was identified based on peaks in the RMS of field strength across 157 channels. Because previous studies suggest that the time courses for completing motor execution and imagery are comparable (Decety and Michel, [@B9]; Decety et al., [@B8]; Sirigu et al., [@B80], [@B81]), under the assumption that the kinesthetic feeling is elicited at a similar latency as the latency of an overt execution response, the imagery response was identified by peaks in the RMS waveform within the same latency range of execution for each participant.

To assess the topographic similarity across time between the (overt) execution and (covert) imagery responses, a multivariate measurement technique ("angle test of response similarity") first developed by Tian and Huber ([@B90]) was used, in which the geometric distance (angle) between activity patterns is quantified. This technique permits the assessment of spatial similarity in electrophysiological experiments (Huber et al., [@B37]; Tian and Huber, [@B90]; Davelaar et al., submitted) and a toolbox is available online (Tian et al., submitted). This same data-analytic approach has been applied, as well, in fMRI research (Mitchell et al., [@B56]; Braze et al., [@B4]) and neural network modeling (Hinton and Shallice, [@B34]). Each topography is considered as a high dimensional vector, where the number of dimensions equals the number of sensors in MEG recording. The angle between the two vectors represents the difference between two topographic patterns (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). The cosine value of this angle, which can be calculated from the dot product of two response vectors (Tian and Huber, [@B90]) is the *angle measure* between two topographic patterns (*between angle measure*), where 1 stands for exact match (angle equals 0) and −1 stands for opposite (angle equals π). In this project, the goal was to detect the occurrence of a specific topography (e.g., whether the auditory-like topography pattern exists after the imagery articulation). Hence, the target topography was selected as a template ($\overset{\rightharpoonup}{T}$) and the response in an experimental condition ($\overset{\rightharpoonup}{X}$) was compared to this template at each time instance to obtain the *between angle measure* across entire time course (Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}).
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![**Description of ***angle measure*** and two hypothetical results of angle tests**. **(A)** The *angle measure* in the angle test of response similarity. For the purposes of illustration, each high dimensional neural response pattern is represented by a two-dimensional vector. The similarity between the two topographies is indicated by the angle (θ) between them: the smaller the angle θ, the more similar the two response patterns. When two topographies are perfectly matched, θ equals 0. The *angle measure* (cosine value of θ) is computed, ranging from −1 to 1, where 1 stands for perfectly matched. **(B)** Two hypothetical results of angle tests, plotted as *angle measures* against time. The yellow and red lines represents the mean *within angle measures* and mean *between angle measures* across participants, with the color shaded areas surrounding the lines indicating the two standard error of the mean (SEM). The gray vertical shaded area around time 0 indicates the time window within which the data are averaged for further statistical tests. Two lines are separated throughout the entire time course of the measurement in the top plot, indicating the two response patterns are different; whereas the mean *between angle measures* overlap with the *within angle measures* in the bottom plot, indicating the two response patterns are statistically indistinguishable around time 0.](fpsyg-01-00166-g003){#F3}

The *between angle measure* is statistically assessed by comparing to a null hypothesis (i.e., the angle between two topographies greater than chance). The experiment was separated into two halves and the *between* and *within* (null hypothesis) *angle measures* were calculated based on the average patterns found for each half for each participant. To understand the nature of these calculations, consider a comparison between a condition *X* and a template topography *T* selected at a given latency in a response *A* across the experimental halves (1 and 2) with 10 individuals in the experiment. The null hypothesis *within angle measure* at time *t* for the first individual is found by averaging the *X*~1~(*t*)/*X*~2~(*t*) *angle measure* with the *A*~1~(*t*)/*A*~2~(*t*) *angle measure*, and the *between angle measure* at time *t* is found by averaging the *T*~2~/*X*~1~(*t*) *angle measure* with the *T*~1~/*X*~2~(*t*) *angle measure* (*T*~1~ and *T*~2~ are the templates selected at a same latency in response *A*~1~ and *A*~2~, respectively). The same values are calculated for the other nine individuals at each time instance, and then the 10 *within* and 10 *between angle measures* are used to obtain the mean and confidence interval of *within*and *between angle measures* waveforms. Two hypothetical situations are depicted in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B. In the top plot, the *within* and *between angle measures* are separated throughout the entire time course, whereas in the bottom plot, the *between angle measure* approaches the *within angle measure* around the time 0. At the time of overlap, the topographic pattern is not distinguishable from the template, and therefore implicates at least overlapping neuronal populations. The response similarity/difference was assessed by a random effect analysis (angle test) using a paired *t*-test between the *within* and *between angle measures* across participants on the data averaged within a time window indicated by the gray shaded areas. Significant results of such paired *t*-tests indicate that the topography was different from the template, whereas the null results suggests that the two topographic patterns were similar around time 0 or that there was not enough power to detect the difference. In the presence of null results, additional *t*-tests can be carried out around other time points to assess power issues.

In Experiments 1 and 2, the angle test was first evaluated by using the execution-locked (button press) and cue-locked (auditory stimulus) response patterns in the overt execution task. Because these two responses differ only in the way of averaging, there should be either no or at best small differences between them. Next, the activity pattern of the execution response was compared to the imagery responses across time to assess the differences between the neural substrates underlying execution and motor imagery. The imagery response was also compared to the response patterns prior to execution, to explore the relationship between the neural systems that underlie kinesthetic feeling in imagery and motor intention.

In Experiments 3--5, whether similar neural substrates underlie articulation and imagery was assessed by evaluating response pattern similarity using the same multivariate technique. Next, the overt hearing responses were compared to the (covert) hearing imagery responses to determine whether auditory imagery and perception share similar neural substrates.

Finally, crucially, the hearing responses were compared to the response pattern after articulation imagery, to test the presence of an auditory efference copy in the context of recurrent estimation of the second forward model.

Equivalent current dipole (ECD) analysis (Hämäläinen et al., [@B29]) was used to model the cortical sources of observed activity patterns in the execution and imagery tasks. Dipole fitting was performed following a common procedure (Lounasmaa et al., [@B49]; Salmelin et al., [@B75]; Vihla et al., [@B94]; Hultén et al., [@B38]) using MEG160 software (MEG Laboratory 2.001M, Yokogawa Corporation, Eagle Technology Corporation, Kanazawa Institute of Technology). The dipole patterns in the surface contour maps were identified visually around peak latencies. The ECDs were determined by selecting the subset of sensors at the time at which the clearest dipole pattern was observed in each condition. The location (three dimensions), orientation (two dimensions), and magnitude (one dimension) were estimated for each ECD. A 90% goodness-of-fit was adopted as the criterion for accepting ECDs. Only one participant\'s structural MRI was available. Therefore, the position of averaged ECDs were superimposed on the ICBM 152 brain template (Mazziotta et al., [@B51]) for visualization.

Results
=======

Because of fundamental similarities of the results in Experiments 1 and 2 and Experiments 3--5, the figures of Experiments 1 and 4 are included in main text; other figures can be found in Supplementary Material.

Finger tapping: experiments 1 and 2
-----------------------------------

### Waveform responses and topographies: imagery versus execution

The execution and imagery neural response latencies were determined by identifying the peaks in the RMS waveforms. The execution responses were identified following the typical M100/200 auditory response in Experiment 1 and around 1000 ms after the last tone in Experiment 2. The execution response latencies were similar to behavioral median reaction times (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The imagery response latencies were selected by the peaks in RMS waveforms around the determined execution latencies (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Behavioral and neural responses latencies in Experiments 1 and 2**.

                               Experiment 1   Experiment 2         
  ---------------------------- -------------- -------------- ----- ----
  Median reaction time         338            39             988   39
  Execution response latency   346            39             996   48
  Imagery response latency     368            36             997   45

*SEM, standard error of the mean*.

The amplitudes of the imagery responses were smaller than the execution responses in Experiments 1 and 2. Response waveforms from one typical participant in Experiment 1 are shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The peak amplitudes of the responses occurred around 550 ms in both tasks: the execution response peaked at 550 ms (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A), and the imagery response peaked at 545 ms, though with smaller amplitude (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). The peak amplitudes of the responses in Experiment 2 occurred around 1200 ms, with peaks at 1238 ms in the execution task, and 1244 ms in the imagery task, though again with smaller amplitude (Figure [S1](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material). All responses latencies were in the similar range of median reaction time (530 ms in Experiment 1 and 1182 ms in Experiment 2) for this participant.

![**Waveforms and topographies of execution and imagery responses in Experiment 1**. One typical participant\'s responses are presented for each response. A 700 ms responses are plotted beginning with the single tone onset. In each waveform plot, 124 sensors are included (excluding the sensors in the front whose signal-to-noise ratio is low) and each black line represents the time course of response of one sensor. The red line in each plot represents the root mean square (RMS) of field strength across all sensors. The dotted vertical line represents the median reaction time in the execution task. A clear dipole pattern was obtained for each response, where the red and blue colors represent the direction of magnetic field coming out of (source) or going into (sink) the skull. **(A)** Left, waveform of execution response. Three peaks were observed: the first two peaks around 100 and 200 ms were the auditory M100/200 complex, whereas the third peak around 550 ms was presumably the execution response. Right, the activity patterns in the execution task. The topography of execution response displayed a dipole pattern (highlighted in a green box) over the left frontal area, which presumably reflects the neural activity in the primary motor cortex evoked by the right finger movement. **(B)** Left, waveform of imagery response. After the auditory responses, only a weak response was observed, compared with the execution response during the similar time. Right, the activity patterns in imagery tasks. Compared to the activity patterns in the execution task, the response patterns in the imagery task (highlighted in a red box) exhibit more posterior responses over left parietal region.](fpsyg-01-00166-g004){#F4}

After determining the response latencies in the waveform data, the activity patterns were examined. In the execution tasks, the spatial activity pattern was left lateralized over frontal lobe, consistent for all 12 participants, presumably reflecting activity in motor cortex evoked by right finger movement. There were no differences between the execution responses in Experiments 1 and 2, nor between the responses of participants using their thumb or index finger to respond.

The activity patterns in the imagery task were different from those of the execution task, and individual differences appeared among participants. In Experiment 1, 11 of 12 participants showed more posterior activity in the imagery task when compared to individual execution responses, whereas only one participant showed more anterior and medial activity patterns. A typical participant\'s topographies in Experiment 1 are depicted in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} (right plots). The imagery response shows a more posterior pattern over parietal regions (bottom right plot, dipole pattern highlighted in a red box) compared with the execution response (top right plot, dipole pattern highlighted in a green box). Similar results were obtained in Experiment 2, where 10 of 12 participants showed more posterior activity in the imagery task and 2 participants showed more anterior and medial dipole patterns (for a typical participant\'s topographies in Experiment 2, see Figure [S1](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material).

### "Angle test" for execution responses

The group analyses were performed using the angle test to confirm the activity pattern differences observed by visual inspection in individual participants. Before assessing the similarity between imagery and execution responses, the angle test was first examined using the execution responses in cue-locked averages and execution-locked averages. Because the topographies of execution responses should be very similar regardless of the way of averaging, the *angle measures* between these two responses as determined by our analytic procedure should be comparable to the null hypothesis. The topography of execution response in the execution-locked average was selected as a template for each participant. The cue-locked epoch was compared to this execution response template. As depicted in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, the *between angle measure* was significantly smaller prior to or after the execution onset in Experiment 1. However, the *between angle measure* between the cue-locked and execution-locked activity patterns began to overlap with the *within angle measure* as time approached the execution onset (time 0). Similar results were obtained in Experiment 2 (Figure [S2](#FS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A in Supplementary Material). That is, the topography of cue-locked response became similar to the execution response template. A time window of 20 ms was selected around the peak time of execution and a paired *t*-test was carried out on the time-averaged data. No significant differences were found between the *within angle measure* and *between* *angle measure* in either Experiment 1, \[*t*(11) = −1.47, *p* = 0.17\], or Experiment 2 \[*t*(11) = 0.72, *p* = 0.49\]. Two additional paired *t*-tests were carried out around the times 100 ms before and after the time 0 to demonstrate that there was enough power \[*t*(11) = 8.74 *p* \< 0.001; *t*(11) = 2.89, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 1, *t*(11) = 2.92, *p* \< 0.05; *t*(11) = 2.38, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 2\].

![**Evaluation of the angle test and assessment of pattern similarity between execution and imagery responses**. The results of pattern analyses across participants in Experiment 1 are shown. **(A)** Evaluating the angle test of response similarity using execution responses. This plot depicted the *between angle measures* comparing execution responses in execution-locked and cue-locked epochs (red) and *within angle measures* (yellow). The *x*-axis is centered at the peak time of execution response in cue-lock epoch. **(B)** Angle test between execution and imagery responses. This plot depicted the *between angle measure* comparing execution and imagery responses (red) and *within angle measure* (yellow). The *x*-axis is centered at the peak time of imagery response. In all plots, the yellow line and black shaded areas represent the mean and two SEM of the *within angle measures*, whereas the red line and green shaded areas represent the mean and two SEM of the *between angle measures*. Results in all plots are depicted 300 ms prior to and after the response peak times. In **(A)**, the *between angle measures* approach the *within angle measures* only around the execution peak. In **(B)**, the *between angle measures* were smaller than the *within angle measures* across time course. The gray vertical shaded areas centered at time 0 represent the 20 ms time window used for statistical tests.](fpsyg-01-00166-g005){#F5}

The quantitative similarity of the activity patterns surrounding the execution peak latency contrasts with the difference demonstrated elsewhere across the time course revealed by the angle test of response similarity, suggesting that this multivariate analysis technique can identify whether two activity patterns are similar (null results) or different (*between angle measure* were significantly smaller than *within angle measure*). Therefore, the same activity pattern analysis was used to assess the similarities between the imagery and execution responses across participants.

### Assessment of pattern similarity between imagery and execution across participants

Having demonstrated that our technique is a valid approach to formally assess the similarity between activity patterns, the *angle measure* between mental imagery and execution was calculated. In this case, execution responses were selected as templates in each condition for each participant. The imagery epoch was compared to this execution template. As illustrated in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B, the *between angle measures* were significantly smaller than *within angle measures* throughout the entire time course in Experiment 1. Similar results obtained for Experiment 2 (Figure [S2](#FS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B in Supplementary Material). A paired *t*-test was carried out on data averaged within the 20 ms time window centered on peak latency of the imagery response. The *between angle measure* was significantly smaller than *within angle measure* in Experiment 1 \[*t*(11) = 2.98, *p* \< 0.05\] and Experiment 2 \[*t*(11) = 3.81, *p* \< 0.01\]. That is, *the topographic patterns associated with mental imagery activity were significantly different from those of the execution patterns*. This quantitative group analysis supports the topographic differences in imagery and execution observed by visual inspection (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

### Source localization analysis: imagery versus execution dipole modeling

The results support the view that different neural substrates are mediating movement execution and the kinesthetic feeling in motor imagery. The source location of imagery responses was further analyzed by calculating the relative distance between the ECDs of imagery and execution responses. The ECDs of execution and imagery responses were modeled for each individual participant. The distance was calculated by subtracting ECD positions of the execution response from the imagery response. These distances are displayed in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} by plotting the individual distances against a common reference point (point 0; each participant\'s execution-related dipole fit). The source space dipole analysis supports the findings suggested by the topographic patterns, namely of more posterior activity during imagery responses. In Experiment 1 (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A), 11 out of 12 participants presented more posterior ECDs, whereas only one participant showed a more anterior and medial ECD (mean distance (mm) = \[9.9, −27.1, −14.9\][^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} and SEM (mm) = \[6.1, 6.6, 5.3\]). Similar results were obtained in Experiment 2 (Figure [S3](#FS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material), where 10 out of 12 participants had more posterior ECD locations (mean distance (mm) = \[10.9, −23.6, −11.6\] and SEM (mm) = \[5.0, 5.0, 8.1\]). The finger motor representation in Brodmann area 4a is located at \[−46, −16, 51\] in Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, [@B88]), defined by the cytoarchitectonic maximum probabilistic map using in fMRI (Eickhoff et al., [@B17]; Sharma et al., [@B79]). Based on the relative distance between the execution and imagery responses, the mean imagery responses are located in inferior parietal cortex (Brodmann area 40) near anterior intraparietal sulcus, as illustrated in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B (Experiment 1: \[−36.1 ± 6.1, −43.1 ± 6.6, 36.1 ± 5.3\]; Experiment 2: \[−35.1 ± 5.0, −39.6 ± 5.0, 39.4 ± 8.1\]). In sum, *visual inspection, waveform data, pattern analysis, and dipole fitting provide consistent evidence showing that different neural substrates mediate motor imagery and motor execution*. The kinesthetic feeling in motor imagery is by hypothesis associated with parietal activity, presumably underlying the estimation of motor status from an efference copy.

![**Distance between ECDs of execution and imagery responses**. **(A)** 2D plots in *xy* (axial), *yz* (sagittal), and *xz* (coronal) plains of distances between the individual imagery response and execution response in Experiment 1. All the distances between individual ECD positions for imagery response and execution response were calculated and these distances were plotted from a common reference point for all 12 participants. The coordinates used in all plots are arbitrary, which is defined by centering on the common reference point. The *x*-axis is left--right (right positive), *y*-axis is posterior--anterior (anterior positive), and *z*-axis is inferior--superior (superior positive). The green point at \[0, 0, 0\] is the common reference point and the distance between this reference point and each blank point represents the distance from individual ECD position for imagery response to ECD position for execution response. The distance from the red point to the reference point represents the mean distance between ECD positions for execution response to ECD positions of imagery response across 12 participants and the two SEM are depicted in red lines in each direction. **(B)** The mean ECD locations of imagery responses in Experiments 1 and 2 (axial and coronal view) registering on an ICBM 152 brain template. The imagery responses were located in inferior parietal cortex near anterior intraparietal sulcus.](fpsyg-01-00166-g006){#F6}

### Motor intention and execution: time course of ECDs

The activity underlying the kinesthetic feeling in motor imagery has been demonstrated to differ from that underpinning motor execution. Inferior parietal activity is implicated in the imagery task, which is potentially the neural correlate of kinesthetic feeling. However, whether movement intention *versus* kinesthetic feeling in imagery are mediated by similar parietal cortex regions but differ in their temporal characteristics is unclear. To pursue this, the responses in Experiment 2 were examined, as they offer a window that included a longer time period before the execution. To illustrate, one participant\'s responses as modeled by dipole source localization appeared \~90 ms prior to the execution response (co-registered on the T1-weighted anatomical MRI of that participant). As seen in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A, the ECD of the "movement intention response" was located in intraparietal sulcus (\[−22.6, −62.5, 33.0\]). Interestingly, as shown in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B, the imagery response was also located in a similar intraparietal sulcus region (\[−26.6, −56.9, 26.1\]), indicating that the motor intention and motor imagery processes may involve similar or overlapping neural substrates.

![**ECDs of movement intention and motor imagery responses from one participant in Experiment 2**. Two ECDs were modeled and displayed on an individual\'s T1-weighted anatomical MRI images (axial, sagittal, and coronal views) in execution and imagery tasks for one participant. The red points represent the location of the ECDs and the direction and length of the red lines represent the direction and the magnitude of the dipole projected on two-dimensional planes. **(A)** The ECD of movement intention response. The ECD of movement intention occurred 90 ms before the execution latency, where it is located in the in intraparietal sulcus. **(B)** The ECD of imagery response. The ECD of imagery response was also located in the similar intraparietal sulcus region.](fpsyg-01-00166-g007){#F7}

### Assessment of neural pattern similarity associated with kinesthetic feeling in imagery and motor intention in execution

The dipole fitting results suggest a possible relationship between the neural systems for motor intention and the kinesthetic feeling in imagery. A group analysis was carried out to explore this further. All participants' execution data were visually inspected prior to the execution latency and the clearest dipolar pattern was selected around the peak time (movement intention peak) closest to the execution response. The intervals between the intention responses and execution responses varied among participants (mean = 231.3 ms, SEM = 31.9 ms). The short interval between the movement intention and execution is presumably because of the simple task and the temporally constrained experimental design. The auditory cued paradigm requires participants to intend to move in a precise time window, while the simple button pressing task does not require complex movement planning. Consequently, the movement intention is close to the latency of execution and the preparation responses after the motor intention responses were not apparent.

We tested the relationship between activity patterns of imagery responses and movement intention by the established pattern analysis. The template was selected at the peak latency of the imagery response for each participant. The execution epoch was compared with this template. Each participant\'s *angle measure* data were centered at their individual latency of movement intention response, to normalize individual differences in activity timing. As seen in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A, only around the center did the difference between the *within* and *between angle measure* diminish; the *between angle measure* was significantly lower than the *within angle measure* elsewhere. A paired *t*-test was carried out on averaged data obtained by applying a 20-ms time window around the peak latency of intention response. No significant difference was obtained between *within* and *between angle measure* \[*t*(11) = −0.09, *p* = 0.93\]. Two additional paired *t*-tests were carried out around the times 50 ms before and after the time 0 to demonstrate there was enough power \[*t*(11) = 3.22, *p* \< 0.01; *t*(11) = 3.54, *p* \< 0.005\].

![**Assessment of pattern similarity between responses of motor intention and responses in motor imagery**. The results of pattern analyses across participants in Experiment 2 are shown. **(A)** Group activity pattern analysis between responses of motor intention in execution and kinesthetic feeling in imagery. The *x*-axis was centered at the latency of intention response in execution task. **(B)** Group activity pattern analysis between intention responses in execution and imagery tasks. The *x*-axis is centered at the latency of intention response in imagery task. In both plots, the yellow line and black shaded areas represent the mean and two SEM of the *within angle measure*, whereas the red line and green shaded areas represent the mean and two SEM of the *between angle measure*. The results in all plots are 300 ms prior to and after the response peak times. Both *between angle measures* approach the *within angle measures* around the intention response latencies. The gray vertical shaded areas centered at the peak latency of intention response time 0 represent 20 ms time window used for statistical tests.](fpsyg-01-00166-g008){#F8}

Although we implemented temporally constrained cued paradigms and analyses, the similar parietal activity patterns between motor intention in the execution task and the kinesthetic feeling in the imagery task could be the results of different activity timing in the different tasks. That is, the parietal activity observed in the imagery task could be a delayed response of motor intention. Moreover, the intentional response, similar as the one in execution tasks, should be also observed in imagery task, because the efference copy can only be available after the motor intention. Therefore, a group analysis was carried out to test the response pattern similarity between the motor intention in both execution and imagery conditions. All participants' imagery data were visually inspected prior to the imagery responses and the clearest dipole pattern was selected around the peak time (movement intention peak time in imagery) closest to the imagery response. The intervals between the intention responses and imagery responses (mean = 233.42 ms, SEM = 13.70 ms) were similar to the interval in execution condition. The motor intention response in the execution condition was selected as the template for each participant. The imagery epoch was compared with this template at each time point. Each participant\'s *between angle measures* were centered at their individual intention latency in imagery condition to normalize individual differences in activity timing. As seen in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}B, the difference between the *within* and *between angle measures* diminish around the center. A paired *t*-test was carried out on averaged data obtained by applying a 20-ms time window around the intention latency in imagery. No significant difference was obtained between *within* and *between angle measures* \[*t*(11) = 0.33, *p* = 0.75\]. Two additional paired *t*-tests were carried out around the times 50 ms before and after the time 0 to demonstrate there was enough power \[*t*(11) = 3.73 *p* \< 0.005; *t*(11) = 3.70, *p* \< 0.005\]. Notice that the *between angle measure* remained at a relatively high level 100 ms after the intention responses latency. That is presumably a result of similar activity patterns during the following imagery responses that had large disparities in response latency among individuals.

The group pattern analyses demonstrate the compelling similarity between the responses elicited by mental imagery and the movement intention responses. The data suggest that the motor intention responses occur \~230 ms before motor execution, consistent with the hypothesis that conscious motor intention occurs around 250 ms before movement or imagery, as a result of the neural activity in posterior parietal cortex (Desmurget and Sirigu, [@B14]). However, the responses subsequent to the motor intention diverge in the execution and imagery tasks. The motor commands are carried out in primary motor cortex in the execution condition, but the efference copy of these motor commands is, by hypothesis, "estimated" in posterior parietal cortex, in similar parietal regions that arguably generate the motor intention, and the kinesthetic feeling in imagery is generated as the results of this estimation.

Overt versus covert speech: experiments 3--5
--------------------------------------------

The articulation response latencies of each participant were determined by the peaks in the RMS waveforms (around the median reaction time) and imagery response latencies were determined by identifying the prominent responses around the articulation latencies (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Topographies of responses for all tasks were visually inspected at selected latencies. The multivariate angle test was used to assess the similarity between response topographies across participants. The data patterns were similar in Experiments 3--5.

###### 

**Behavioral and neural responses latencies in Experiments 3--5**.

                 Median RT (ms)   A (ms)   IA (ms)   IH (ms)   RAIA (ms)                           
  -------------- ---------------- -------- --------- --------- ----------- ---- ------ ---- ------ ----
  Experiment 3   859              61       842       74        842         73   841    72   1018   71
  Experiment 4   1068             17       1029      31        1047        31   1054   29   1217   30
  Experiment 5   509              30       507       44        512         44   514    41   654    56

*SEM, standard error of the mean; A, articulation; IA, articulation imagery; IH, hearing imagery; RAIA, response after imagery articulation*.

### Overt and covert articulation

The activity patterns of the overt and covert articulation at selected latencies were examined. For the overt articulation task (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}A, left plot), the execution responses appeared on the bilateral frontal areas for all participants, presumably reflecting the activity in the primary motor cortex evoked by the movement of the tongue (recall that participants were asked to articulate with moving the jaw as little as possible, to reduce potential movement artifacts; tongue movement becomes the principal articulator movement). The activity patterns for the imagery task (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}A, right plot) were different from execution response, with time-locked activation appearing in parietal cortex. Similar results were obtained in Experiments 3 and 5 (see Figures [S4](#FS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and [S6](#FS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A in Supplementary Material; no apparent response profile was obtained for two participants in Experiment 3).

![**Response topographies of all conditions in Experiment 4**. Grand average topographies across all participants are presented for demonstration purpose only. Clear dipole patterns were obtained for each response, where the red and blue colors represent the direction of magnetic field coming out of (source) and going into (sink) the skull. **(A)** Activity patterns of articulation (left) and articulation imagery (right). Two dipoles patterns were obtained bilaterally over frontal area for articulation, whereas one dipole was observed in articulation imagery task, where it located in left parietal area. **(B)** Topographies of hearing (left) and hearing imagery (right) responses. Typical auditory responses of two dipoles over bilateral temporal cortex were observed in hearing task. Similarly, bilateral temporal activations were also occurred in imagery hearing task. **(C)** Topography of response after articulation imagery. This response pattern is similar as the auditory response (immediate above).](fpsyg-01-00166-g009){#F9}

The *between angle measures* between overt and covert articulation responses were calculated. In this case, the articulation response was selected as the template for each participant. The covert epoch was compared to this execution template. As shown in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}A, the *between angle measures* in Experiment 4 were significantly smaller than *within angle measures* throughout the entire time course. Similar results were obtained for Experiments 3 and 5 (Figures [S5](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and [S7](#FS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A in Supplementary Material). A paired *t*-test was carried out on data averaged within the 20 ms time window centered on the peak latency of the imagery response. The *between angle measures* were significantly smaller than *within angle measures* \[*t*(9) = 3.31, *p* \< 0.01 in Experiment 3, *t*(9) = 2.53, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 4 and *t*(7) = 5.42, *p* \< 0.01 in Experiment 5\]. This suggests that *the covert articulation patterns were significantly different from the articulation responses*, consistently in Experiments 3--5. Both the results of visual inspection and quantitative pattern analyses show that articulation motor imagery did not activate primary motor cortex but more posterior parietal areas, consistent with the results obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 for finger movement.

![**Assessment of pattern similarity between overt and covert responses in Experiment 4**. The *angle measures* were depicted against time in all plots, in which the red line and green shaded areas represent the mean and two SEM of *between angle measures*, whereas the yellow line and black shaded areas represent the mean and two SEM of *within angle measures*. The *x*-axis is centered at the peak latency of imagery responses (covert articulation, covert hearing and response after covert articulation in each plot). The results in all plots are 300 ms prior to and after the response latency. **(A)** Overt versus covert articulation. The *between angle measures* were smaller than the *within angle measures* across time course. **(B)** Overt versus covert hearing. The *between angle measures* approach the *within angle measures* only around the covert hearing response latency. **(C)** Hearing versus responses after covert articulation. The *between angle measures* approach the *within angle measures* only around the latency of responses after imagery articulation. The gray vertical shaded areas centered at time 0 represent the 20 ms time window used for statistical tests.](fpsyg-01-00166-g010){#F10}

### Overt and covert hearing

The activity patterns of "overt and covert hearing" (auditory stimulation versus auditory imagery) at selected latencies in Experiments 3--5 were examined. Because no differences were found between the responses to male and female vocalizations, the overt hearing responses were obtained by averaging across voice types. In sharp contrast to the articulation imagery data, similar responses for overt and covert hearing tasks were observed in most participants, over bilateral temporal areas, presumably reflecting the activity in auditory cortex (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B for Experiment 4; see Figures [S4](#FS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and [S6](#FS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B in Supplementary Material for Experiments 3 and 5).

The group pattern analysis was used to evaluate spatial similarity between overt and covert hearing responses. In this case, the overt hearing response was selected as the template for each participant. The auditory imagery epoch was compared to this template. As shown in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}B, the *between angle measures* were significantly smaller than the *within angle measures* throughout the entire time course *except* during the time of the imagery response latency. Similar results were obtained in Experiments 3 and 5 (Figures [S5](#FS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and [S7](#FS7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B in Supplementary Material). A paired *t*-test was carried out on data averaged within the 20-ms time window centered on the peak latency of the imagery response. The *between angle measures* did not differ from the *within angle measures* \[*t*(9) = 0.85, *p* = 0.42 in Experiment 3, *t*(9) = 0.48, *p* = 0.64 in Experiment 4 and *t*(7) = 1.62, *p* = 0.15 in Experiment 5\]. Two additional paired *t*-tests were carried out around the times 50 ms before and after the time 0 to demonstrate there was enough power \[*t*(9) = 3.48, *p* \< 0.01; *t*(9) = 2.28, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 3, *t*(9) = 2.71, *p* \< 0.05; *t*(9) = 2.27, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 4, and *t*(7) = 3.81, *p* \< 0.01; *t*(7) = 2.65, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 5\]. That is, the topographic patterns evoked by overt and covert hearing were similar to each other at the times constrained by the task, consistently across Experiments 3--5. The results of visual inspection and pattern analyses thus argue that similar auditory cortical fields mediate both overt auditory perception and auditory imagery.

### Key comparison: responses after imagery articulation versus overt hearing

The critical issue for testing the dynamics of the forward models, namely the possible perceptual consequences predicted by *covert* articulation, was investigated by inspecting the responses following the covert articulation responses (response after imagery articulation, RAIA). The RAIA was observed in almost all participants (two participants did not obtain any apparent responses, one in Experiment 3, one in Experiment 5) over bilateral temporal areas (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C; for Experiments 3 and 5, see Figures [S4](#FS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and [S6](#FS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C in Supplementary Material) The latencies of RAIA are shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and the interval between the RAIA and the IA responses were in the range of actual hearing response latencies (mean = 175.4 ms, SEM = 21.1 ms in Experiment 3; mean = 170.4 ms, SEM = 18.1 ms in Experiment 4; and mean = 141.5 ms, SEM = 22.6 ms in Experiment 5).

The multivariate angle test was used to assess whether the RAIA were similar to auditory responses across participants. In this case, the individual hearing response was selected as the template for each participant. The articulation imagery epoch was compared to this template. As seen in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}C, the *between angle measures* were significantly smaller than the *within angle measures* throughout the entire time course *except* during the time of the RAIA response latency. Similar results were obtained in Experiments 3 and 5 (see Figures [S5](#FS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and [S7](#FS7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C in Supplementary Material). A paired *t*-test was carried out on data averaged within the 20-ms time window centered on peak latency of the RAIA. The *between angle measures* did not differ from the *within angle measures* \[*t*(9) = 0.72, *p* = 0.49 in Experiment 3; *t*(9) = 0.01, *p* = 0.99 in Experiment 4; and *t*(7) = 1.49, *p* = 0.18 in Experiment 5\]. Two additional paired *t*-tests were carried out around the times 50 ms before and after the time 0 to demonstrate there was enough power \[*t*(9) = 4.38, *p* \< 0.01; *t*(9) = 4.92, *p* \< 0.001 in Experiment 3, *t*(9) = 2.36, *p* \< 0.05; *t*(9) = 3.23, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 4, and *t*(7) = 5.80, *p* \< 0.001; *t*(7) = 2.47, *p* \< 0.05 in Experiment 5\]. That is, crucially, the topographic patterns of the hearing responses and the RAIA were similar to each other, consistently across Experiments 3--5. The results supported the view that *auditory cortex is activated after covert articulation*, and this auditory-like response is most likely the predicted perceptual consequence as the estimation of an auditory efference copy in the second internal forward model.

Discussion
==========

In the five connected MEG studies reported here, three findings emerge that support the dynamics in our proposed structure of internal forward models (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). *First*, in time-cued finger tapping experiments (designed in part to develop and validate the approach to investigating mental imagery in electrophysiology) we discovered that motor imagery draws on a different neuronal substrate from motor execution under the same temporal constraints. Imagery is associated with parietal activity. This pattern was replicated for overt versus covert (imagined) speech, suggesting that it is a more general property of motor imagery, and that the kinesthetic feeling is the result of estimation in an internal forward model. *Second*, we confirmed that auditory imagery, unlike motor imagery, implicates auditory cortex in a manner very similar to overt auditory perception. Given the similar findings on visual imagery in the literature, our data are consistent with a principled perceptual versus motor imagery distinction. *Third*, and most critically, we observed compelling evidence for an essential aspect of internal forward models: immediately subsequent (i.e., temporally adjacent) to *imagined* articulation, we observe evidence for auditory cortex activation. Since there was no auditory stimulus in that condition -- one in which participants engaged in an imaginary *motor* task -- the most constrained interpretation is that there is a recurrent estimation in a second internal forward model that predicts the anticipated auditory targets in covert speech production, via an auditory efference copy.

The importance of parietal cortex
---------------------------------

Despite predictable individual differences across participants, the topographies of the imagery responses consistently -- and during a similar time window across all experiments -- exhibited more posterior activity patterns than execution-related patterns, specifically over parietal regions. Dipole modeling analyses confirmed that the neural sources of the imagery responses were located in parietal cortex, near anterior intraparietal sulcus (Experiments 1 and 2). Our findings support the conjecture that the kinesthetic feeling in motor imagery is associated with the parietal activity that underlies the estimation of somatosensory consequences (*motor efference copy* in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the patterns of auditory activation observed after covert articulation supports the assumption of recurrent perceptual estimation that the auditory consequences are simulated (or estimated) after the planned motor commands (*perceptual efference copy* in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Our temporally constrained MEG results converge with the observation of parietal activity during motor imagery obtained in PET studies (Decety et al., [@B10]; Deiber et al., [@B13]) and fMRI studies (Lotze et al., [@B48]; Gerardin et al., [@B23]; Ehrsson et al., [@B16]; Hanakawa et al., [@B30]; Dechent et al., [@B11]; Meister et al., [@B53]). Furthermore, our data suggest that the kinesthetic feeling is associated with activity in parietal cortex, which agrees with previous findings suggesting the importance of inferior and posterior parietal cortex during motor imagery in neurological lesion studies (Sirigu et al., [@B81]) and direct stimulation studies (Desmurget et al., [@B15]). The MEG data provide more direct evidence to support the position that the kinesthetic feeling is induced by estimating the motor status from a motor efference copy.

Motor imagery, motor intention/planning
---------------------------------------

We investigated the similarity between the neural systems mediating motor intention and motor imagery (Experiments 1 and 2). Several studies (Snyder et al., [@B84]; Thoenissen et al., [@B89]; Desmurget et al., [@B15]) suggest that motor intention is mediated by the posterior parietal cortex (for reviews see Crammond, [@B6]; Andersen and Buneo, [@B2]). Interestingly, the posterior parietal region that subserves the motor intention overlaps with the proposed areas where an efference copy is evaluated and the motor status is predicted (Desmurget and Sirigu, [@B14]). Our results demonstrate that *neural activity in parietal cortex was observed prior to both execution and imagery responses*, which is in agreement with motor intention studies (Snyder et al., [@B84]; Quiroga, [@B68]; Desmurget et al., [@B15]). Moreover, the observation of posterior parietal activity at the time of motor imagery responses supports the hypothesis that the generation of movement intention and estimation of motor status are carried out in the similar parietal areas (Desmurget et al., [@B15]), but with different temporal characteristics. That is, similar spatial but different temporal neural activities suggest that similar neural substrates underlie the processes of both functions at different times.

Auditory perception, auditory imagery, and auditory efference copies
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The resemblance of neural responses in auditory imagery and auditory perception (Experiments 3--5) agrees with findings that similar neural substrates mediate auditory perception and imagery in fMRI studies (Zatorre et al., [@B103]; Wheeler et al., [@B99]; Schürmann et al., [@B78]; Halpern et al., [@B28]; Aleman et al., [@B1]; Bunzeck et al., [@B5]; Zatorre et al., [@B102]). That is, perceptual neural systems are engaged to generate the representation during "covert perception" or imagery.

Although the pattern similarity between overt stimulation, covert imagery, and the implicated auditory efference copy was quantified by a multivariate method, the limited spatial resolution of the method prevents more granular quantification of the neural ensembles that mediate them. High spatial resolution techniques, such as fMRI, are needed to assess this question (Zatorre and Halpern, [@B101]). Moreover, mental imagery is surely a complex process that must involve distributed neural systems (Mellet et al., [@B54]; Handy et al., [@B31]; Mechelli et al., [@B52]; Sack et al., [@B73]). In fact, neurological evidence suggests that intact perceptual cortex is not sufficient for mental imagery (Moro et al., [@B57]). In addition, task demands and content can modulate the neural mechanisms that mediate the mental imagery (Kosslyn and Thompson, [@B46]; Kraemer et al., [@B47]), and attentional factors also influence the depth of imagery and perceptual processing in a hierarchical neural architecture (Moscovitch et al., [@B58]; Roland and Gulyas, [@B71]; Sakai and Miyashita, [@B74]; Mellet et al., [@B54]).

Critically for the hypothesis under investigation, auditory cortex was activated after *articulation imagery* in Experiments 3--5, even though no external stimuli or possible overt feedback was available. Such an auditory efference copy was presumably elicited after (\~170 ms) the estimation of somatosensory consequences caused by articulatory motor commands. Similar results were obtained in fMRI studies in which activity was observed in left Spt (posterior Sylvian fissure at the parietal--temporal boundary) during both hearing and covert rehearsal (Hickok et al., [@B33]). Cumulatively, the results converge with audio-visual multisensory integration theories positing that an abstract auditory representation (auditory efference copy) can be induced by visual presentation of a face and that following auditory stimuli can be affected (see Jaaskelainen, [@B40] for recent discussion of AV integration models; Sams et al., [@B76]; van Wassenhove et al., [@B92]; Von Kriegstein and Giraud, [@B98]; Skipper et al., [@B82]; Poeppel et al., [@B63]). Moreover, the results align well with a model that accounts for auditory verbal hallucinations in schizophrenia patients (for review see Frith, [@B21]): auditory verbal hallucinations are explained as the results of erroneous interpretations of self-generated vocalizations. That is, patients fail to predict the consequence of their own articulation, but attribute them to the external causes. Indeed, Ford and colleagues found that the suppression of N1 responses to auditory stimuli during speaking and inner speech was absent in schizophrenia patients (Ford et al., [@B19],[@B20], [@B18]).

Our results provide rather direct evidence to support the existence of auditory efference copies that could underlie multisensory integration and the causes of verbal hallucination in schizophrenia patients. We take the most compelling empirical finding to be the auditory-like responses about 170 ms after the estimation of the somatosensory consequences of planned articulation.
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###### 

**Waveforms and topographies of imagery and execution responses in Experiment 2**. Descriptions are the same as Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Evaluation of the angle test and assessment of pattern similarity between execution and imagery responses**. The results of pattern analyses across participants in Experiment 2 are shown. Descriptions are the same as Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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**Distance between ECDs of execution and imagery responses in Experiment 2**. Descriptions are the same as Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Response topographies of all conditions in Experiment 3**. Descriptions are the same as Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Assessment of pattern similarity between overt and covert responses in Experiment 3**. Descriptions are the same as Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Response topographies of all conditions in Experiment 5**. Descriptions are the same as Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Assessment of pattern similarity between overt and covert responses in Experiment 5**. Descriptions are the same as Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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^1^This mean distance was calculated by averaging the distance obtained by subtracting ECD positions for execution responses from imagery response within individual participant, presented in the form of \[*x, y, z*\], where *x*-axis is left--right (right positive), *y*-axis is posterior--anterior (anterior positive), and *z*-axis is inferior--superior (superior positive), relative to the ECD positions for execution responses. The same analysis was applied in calculation of the mean distance in Experiment 2.
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